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The taboos within the tidal moods of the menopause are described with an anger and a verbal intensity that
are uniquely Krog’s. Close relationships are searingly explored, occasionally in a confrontational way, more
often searching for resolution. In the final meditative section, Table Mountain, a looming, symbolic and
androgynous godhead is contemplated as an abiding presence and witness to the transience of human life.
These dramatic, even reckless poems, reaffirm Antjie Krog’s status and bring an altogether new and unique
energy to South African English-language poetry. Antjie Krog’s iconic status as one of South Africa’s most
popular and critically acclaimed poets began when she was eighteen, with her first collection, Dogter van
Jefta (1970). Almost four decades later, this very different collection will confirm her reputation with poems
that blur and ravage the boundaries between the lyrical and confessional, the private and public. From Body
Bereft, p.62 fossil alphabet the found fossil does not describe how my blue eyes look past your eyes how
your black eyes look away from my eyes how my white forearm does not simply rest next to your black
forearm how my sleek hair sleeps next to your frizzy hair the fossil does however describe in the finest
vertebrae how the coast blindingly kept on shouting after the continent that once was part of her how the
fynbos undisputedly sniffed for her torn-away friends how the rusted rock along the coast longed for the
drifted bloodbrother but the fossil knows that once everything was linked that we broached our hearts for one
another only we don’t know why we now sit with this stoney one-ness and so much furious aversion
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From reader reviews:

Karl Harms:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With reading you can get a lot
of information which will give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can easily share
their idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their very own reader with their
story as well as their experience. Not only situation that share in the publications. But also they write about
the information about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to
teach your kids, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors these days always try to
improve their proficiency in writing, they also doing some research before they write on their book. One of
them is this Body Bereft: Poems.

William Gilbert:

Do you have something that you enjoy such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to opt for book like
comic, short story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not seeking Body Bereft: Poems that give your
satisfaction preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading behavior all over the world can be said
as the opportunity for people to know world better then how they react toward the world. It can't be claimed
constantly that reading habit only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who wants to be success
person. So , for all of you who want to start looking at as your good habit, you may pick Body Bereft: Poems
become your own starter.

Grady Comer:

You can get this Body Bereft: Poems by visit the bookstore or Mall. Merely viewing or reviewing it might to
be your solve trouble if you get difficulties for your knowledge. Kinds of this guide are various. Not only
simply by written or printed but also can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era like now,
you just looking by your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your own
personal ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange yourself to
make your knowledge are still update. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.

Dennis Utley:

A lot of guide has printed but it is unique. You can get it by online on social media. You can choose the best
book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever by simply searching from it. It is known as of book Body
Bereft: Poems. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without leaving behind the printed book, it might add
your knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about guide. It
can bring you from one destination to other place.
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